We continued our work on perception-based planning and execution:

- In the area of visual tracking, Greg Hager and his students have demonstrated the ability to perform distraction- and occlusion-resistant tracking of closed contours. The novel features of our approach are: a foveal/peripheral approach to image processing that is used to detect approaching contours, and a discrete-event system which is used to predict the possible appearances of a feature if an approaching contour were to cross it. Tests of the system have shown it to be extremely robust to distractions (objects moving behind the tracked target) and robust to occlusion provided sufficient unoccluded area remains to maintain contact with the contour. We are currently working to improve the performance of the system, and to incorporate these ideas into other systems using feature tracking.

- In the area of visual servoing, we have for the first time demonstrated full six degree-of-freedom visual servoing using calibration insensitive feedback algorithms. Based on this demonstration, we are designing a more ambitious visual servoing system that will support fast and easy reconfiguration for a variety of manipulation tasks.

- Sean Engelson completed the experiments for his dissertation on robot mapping. The last experiment involved the “trash collection” domain, a simulated world in which the robot had to find randomly strewn pieces of trash and find trash cans to put them into. The experiment compare the behavior of Engelson’s map-based planner with a purely reactive system that search randomly for a trash can each time. The map-based system recorded the positions of trash cans when first sighted, and was able to navigate back to them later. At first, the two systems performed about equally well, because they both tended to find trash near a can. As trash was collected, however, the map-based system did much better, because the time it took to find a can did not rise precipitously. These results will be reported at greater length in a journal publication.

- Work by Hemant Tagare and Drew McDermott on visual object recognition continued. In earlier periods, we worked on finding object-contour fragments in the image, and matching them to the model of the object sought. In the period being reported, our focus was on combining fragment matches into an overall interpretation. The problem is to avoid potential combinatorics. We have begun tests with a “greedy” algorithm that seems to work well. The algorithm keeps track of a set of interpretations, each consisting of a set of contour-fragment matches. On each iteration, each interpretation is extended by adding a match that is consistent with it; i.e., for which there is a pose and scale of the object model which would give rise to the edges seen in the augmented interpretation. Once a fragment match is added to a feasible interpretation, it is discarded, so that it does not give rise to any further interpretations, thus minimizing the combinatorial explosion.

Activities:

Drew McDermott, presentation on “Probabilistic Projection for Planning.” Georgia Tech. Feb. 3
Drew McDermott, presentation on “Probabilistic Projection for Planning.” March 30
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Overall Status and Plans:

We are quite happy with the rapid progress we are making on guidance of behavior using feature tracking, and we expect that to continue.